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ON THE BOUNDARY BEIIAVIOUR OF A ROTÄTION
AUTOMORPHIC FUNCTION WITH FINITE SPHERICAL

DIRICHLET INTEGRAL

RAUNO AULASKARI

In the paper [4] we defined a rotation automorphic function f with respect to
some Fuchsian group f. The function/ meromorphic in the unit disc D, was said to
be rotation automorphic with respect to l- acting on D if it satisfies the equation

(1) f(r@): sr(f@)),

where T€i- and 51 is a rotation of the Riemann sphere i.
In []-[a] we supposed the rotation automorphic function/to satisfy in a funda-

mental domain F of f the condition

(2) f I rl*@)'do, { -r
where f*(z):V@V\+lf@l') is the spherical derivative of/and do"the euclidean

area element. Further, in [1], [2] and [4], we showed that, by suitable restrictions related

to F, f is a normal function in D, that is, sup,62 Q -lzl'z)f* (z;< - (cf' [8]), while in

[3] we constructed a non-normal rotation automorphic function/satisfying the con-

dition (2).

In this paper we shall consider the boundary behaviour of a rotation automorphic

function/satisfying (2). In fact, this work will be a continuation of the above-mention-

ed papers.

l. Let D and 0D be the unit disc and the unit circle, respectively. We shall denote

tle hyperbolic distance by d(21, zz)(zt, zz(D) andthe hyperbolic disc {zld(2, zs)<rl

by(JQo,r).Let X(wt,wz)bethechordaldistancebetween wr,wr€e.Wedenoteby.f
a Fuchsian group acting on D and by O the group of all Möbius transformations

from D onto itself.
The points z,z'(D:Dv|D are called.f-equivalent if there exists a mapping

Z€.f such that z':f!). A domain FcD is called a fundamental domain of f
if it does not contain two l-equivalentpoints and if everypoint in D is f-equivalent
to some point in the closure F of F. We fix the fundamental domain F of .l' to be

a normal polygon in D. The point ((8D is called a limit point of i- provided there is

apoint z€D andasequence(7i)ofdifferenttransformationsof.f suchthat T,(z)*(.
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All fixed points of parabolic transformations of f are limit points and the number of
such limit points is at most countable. Other limit points are called non-parabolic.

By a hyperbolic ray we mean an arc z( of a circle orthogonal to åD with an initial
point zeD and C(LD. Let ),be a hyperbolic ray. Each point of ,l has a l-equivalent

point in F. If the set of these points is everywhere dense in F, then ,t is said to be tran-

sitive (under ,l-). A point (QD is called transitive if every hyperbolic ray through (
is transitive.

1.1. Definition. The fundamental domain F is called thick if there are positive

constants r, r' such that for any sequence of points (2,)cF there is a sequence of
points (zi)for which d(zn,zi)=r and (I(zi,r')cF foreach n:1,2,....

1.2. Remark. Suppose that the fundamental domain F is thick. Let s>0
be fixed, Then, by the thickness of fundamental domains z(F), T(1, thete is a po-

sitive integer n(s), independent ot z, such that U(z,s) has common points with at

most n(s) sets T(F), T€f .

We now suppose that f is a rotation

the set of Points CÖD such that
automorphic function in .D. Let Koff) be

hry$-lzl'z)f*(r) : o

along each angular domain at ( (cf. I10l). By an angular domain at ( we mean a trian-

gular domain whose vertices are ( and two points of D.LetK+(fl be the set of
points (€åD such that

lim-s;rp (1-lzl2)f* (z) > 0

along each angular domain at (. Plainly, Ko(f)nK*(f):0. Let F(fl be the set of
all Fatou points 15, p. 2Il of f.

1.3. Theore m, Let f be afinitely generated Fuchsian group andf anon-constant

rotation automorphic function with respect to f satisfying the condition Q). If L is the

set of all non-parabolic limit points of f on 0D, then Ko(fl:äD\Z and K*(f7:7.

Proof. Let C€L and let / be an arbitraty angular domain at (. Then, by

[7, p. 181], we find a sequence of transformations (T,)cf and a sequence of points

(2,) on the radiud 0( tending to ( such that zi:T,(zftD(O,r):{zllzl=r}, r=1,
for each n:I,2,.... Since/is non-constånt, it is possible to choose a sequence of
points (w ) c A such that wy- (, (zo) c(2,), d (zo, w o) = 

R<' *, w'o: To(wr) * wI and

Q-lw'ol\f.(w'J-0. By the continuity of f*(z) we have

I'g ( 1 - lw ol\ f * (w ) : lgl (r - lw il\ f . (w'u) : $ - l* 6l\ f * (,(,)'

Hence KX*171 and thus LcK*(f).
By [1, 1.4. Theorem].f is a normal function in D. Further,by a theorern of Pom-

merenke (cf. [9, Theorem 4l), f has an angular limit at parabolic vertices. Let P be tle
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set of parabolic vertices. Since F(/)cKoC| (cf. [10, Lemma 3]), KyA>P. We
denote by C the set l-)r,rUi=rf(at), where Z;, i:1,...,n, are tåe closures of
all free sides of F. Then, by ll, 1.2. Lemmal, Q-lt*l\f*Q.)*0 as z*t(€T(E),
i:1, ...,n; T€f . Hence CcKoQfi. For the disjoint sets C, L and P \D:CvLvP
holds. The equation K6(flnK*(fl:0 implies that Ks(flcåDg*(/)cåD\Z:
CvP and K*(f)c0D\Kr(flcåA\PuC:2. The theorem follows.

1.4. Remark. Ifl-isofthefirstkind, then C:0. Since P isatmostcountable,
the linear Lebesgue measure of K0C0 is zero. Thus the linear Lebesgue measure of
K*(f) is 2n (cf. [10, Theorem 2]).

1.5. Remark. Let I be an arbitrary Fuchsian group (finitely or infinitely gene-
rated). We shall show that if the rotation automorphic function / satisfies the con-
dition (2), then f has an angular limit at every parabolic vertex p€.P, that is,
Ko(fl=P. Therefore let P be a parabolic generator transformation fixing p and let
f(P(z)): So(f@). Let ,S be a rotation of the Riemann sphere such that (So^f,)(z):
ei*5721, where E€R. We choose the transformations T,(f , n:0, 1,...,fl,,
To:id, as follows: The fundamental domains F, T1(F), ..., T,o(F), which have the
common vertex p, are adjacent and P maps a side .r of F beginning at p on a side .r'
of 7""(F). There is a fixed circle of P passing through p and cutting s and s'. If D,
denotes its interior, the set ":(UlLo f"(F))nD, is called a parabolic sector atp.
Let ll(P(z)-p):11@-p)+c and let the parameter mapping t-e2nitc(z-pr. If
g:Sof, then g(z(t)):rh(21t7), where h(z(t)) is a meromorphic function in a

parameter disc {tllrl=ö} and a:El2n. This follows from the condition (2) as

shown in [, 1.3. Lemma]. This implies g to be continuous in the closure t where ?
has been taken in the closed unit disc D:{"llzl=l\. As z*p belonging to s',
we have g(z)*a. On the other hand, g(z):g(P(w)):"t,g(r)*eiqa. Let (2,) be
a sequence of points in an arbitrary angular domain / atp tendingto p. Then we can
find the transformations P'", mo€Z, such that P-"(2,):2'nqi and zi-p for
n*-. Hence

x(gQ), a) : 74(ei-"og(z), ei-"'o a) : y(g(P ^(2,)), o) : x(se),d)* 0

as n+@. This implies thatg has an angular limit a atp. Since f:S-Log, f has an
angular limit S-l(a) at p.

Next we shall prove the following lemma:

1.6. Lemma. Let f be a rotation automorphic function with respect to a Fuchsisn
group l. Suppose that the fundamental domain F is thick and ! ! r f* @)zdo,= *. ry
Gp:{zld(z,F)=R} is any hull of F, then

IIn^f*{')'d'o" '*'
Proof. Since the fundamental domain F is thick, there is, for every hyperbolic

disc UQ, R), z(F, an integer n (R), depending only on the radius R, such that U(2, R)
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intersects at most n (R) fundamental domains 7(F), T€f . Let G^:{zld(2, r')=R}
be any hull of F. We show that every point of F has at most z(R) f-equivalent points
in Ga. Suppose, on the contrary, that there is a point ze(F such that it has ry>n(R)
f-equivalent points zi:Ti(zs), i:1, ...,n1, in Gp. Then U(zo, R) intersects the fun-
damental domains T;'(F),i:1,...,n1. Since nr=n(R), this is a contradiction and

the assertion follows. Thus

I I n*f*t4' do, = n(N t [ , -f* (z)' do" ' -,
and the lemma is proved.

By using the above lemma we obtain

1.7. Theore m. Let f be a rotation automorphic function with respect to l.
Suppose that the fundammtal domain F is thick and ! lrf*Q)2do"=*. Then, for
each sequence of points (zo)cGp:{zld(2, F)=R} cowerging to öD,

Jit 0 -lz)z)f* (z) : Q

holds.

Proof. We choose a sequence of points (2,)c.Gp tending to 0D and the hyper-
bolic discs U(2,,R)cGzR, n:1,2,.... By 1.6. Lemma

(1.1) s"(R): ! rr-.. ^-f*(r),do" *sTE J J ak.,R)

as n+@. Define the transformations

and the functions

f"(O:f(v"(O).
By [6, Theorem 6.1] we have

(1.2) l:Q),=+#(Ä)-,
where x:(ezR-l)l@2R+1). On the other hand,

(1.3) /j'(0) : (1-lz,l2)f*(2").

By (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3),

which is the assertion 
jI3 (-lt"l\f*(z) :0'

1.8. Remark. This result improves Theorem 5 of [4] according to which /
satisfying (2), is a normal function in D.

In what follows G* denotes the closure of Ga taken in the closed unit disc D:
{zllzl=t}.

fl-

z -Vr(O: ,e-"'"
I +2,,(
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1.9. Corollary. By the assumptions of 1.7. Theorem eoery point ((G^nlO
belongs to Ko(f).

Proof. Let (€ Gan 0D be any point and / an arbitrary angular domain at 6.

We find a positive real number R such that G^>/. Hence Kfr171.

1.10. Remark. Intheproof of l.3.Theoremweobtained K*(fl=L suppos-
ing that / is only a rotation automorphic function, that is, f need not satisfy the
integral condition (2). This result, which is valid for a finitely generated Fuchsian
group, generalizes 2.4. Theorem in [2].

Again we assume that f is a non-constant rotation automorphic function satis-

fying (2). Let F be the Riemannian image of Dby f covering i. Lety(z,f)be the maxi-

mum of q, O=Q<l, such that F contains the schlicht aisk {we öly@, f(z))=q}
of centref(z)(F; tf f*(z):O, we set y(2,fl:0 (cf. [10, p. 1a3]. Let Qs(f) be the
set of points (€åD such that

\\^t?,f) : o

along each angular domain at (. Let Q*U) be the set of points (öD such that

limspp y(z,f) > 0

along each angular domain at (.By applying [10, Lemma 4] in Theorem 1.3 we obtain

OoCD:åD\z and Q*(f):Z provided, .f is finitely generated.

2. Inwhatfollows we shall get rid of the assumption that a rotation automorphic
function satisfies the integral condition (2).Letf be a non-constant rotation automor-
phicfunctionwithrespecttof,(ahyperbolicfixedpointoffand(atransitivepoint
of f. In 12,2.3. Theorem, 2.7.Theoreml we proved that C{F(f) and ({f(fl. We
now show tfiat Kf*19 and (<K+U).

We shall first prove ((K+(f), where ( is a hyperbolic fixed point of T, T€f .

Choose a circle through ( and the other fixed point ('of Zand denote its arc lying in
DbyC. Further, wechoose apointzoon C suchthat f*(z)>0. Now (isanattractive
fixed point of either T or T-t and we suppose that ( is an attractive fixed point, then
z,:Tn(so)*( as n**. Since (1 -l"ol\f*@l:(l-lz),)f*(2,) and an arbitrary
angular domain / contains the end of some cftcle C, ((K*(f).

The reasoning in the case of a transitive point ( is the following: If / is any
angular domain at (, we find a sequence of (T")cf and a point zo€D such that
(2,) : (7,(z )) c /, zo- 4 and f* (z ) >0. Since (1 - Itol|) f* (zi : (l - lz,l2) f* (2,),
(€K*U).

2.1. Remark. Let l- be of divergence type, that is, Zrer(l-lT(z)12):-,
z(D. Then the set of all transitive points has the linear Lebesgue measure equalto2n.
Since, by the above, the set of all transitive points belongs to K,,(fl, the linear Lebes-
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gue measure of K+(f) is 2n.

is zero (cf. I.4. Remark).

A rotation automorphic function /is
a sequence of poin ts (z*) in the closure F

r.G):4#+)
tendsuniformlytoaconstantlimitinsomeneighbourhoodof(:g'

Weprovedin|2,2.2'Theorem]thefollowingtheorem:Letfbearotationauto.
morphicfunctionwithrespecttoj-.IfF(f)*o,then/isofthesecondkind.

Now we shall improv^e this result as iollows:

2.2.'Iheorem. Let f be a rotation automorphic function with respect to f ' If
Ko(f)+$, then f is of the second kind'

Proof. Suppose that (o€Ko( fl. Let (2,)c/ (A an angular domain at (o) be

u ,.qrr"n". of points converging to (6. we choose the transformations z"€ o, Tn€f

such that Ln(o):zn, r,p,1:";ap and (T,oL,)(O:((+z)l(L+z:"() for each

C(D and n:1,2,..'.
Define the functiont 

,"( 0:f@,G))-

By a small comPutation we obtain

str G) : iW O -lL,G)f)f-(z'(()'

Then (I,(()) belongs to an angular domain /' at (s and converges to (o for all

e<U(O,r), r<a, &s t't.+-. Hence, by the assumption, (l-lL"(q])f*(f"(0)*O
and thus sI(0*0 as nn@' This implies that

sIG) = M =*
for each (<U(O,r) and n:1,2, "" Therefore {g"} is a normal family in D by

Marty,s criterion. Now we find a subsequence (g1) of (g,) converging to go uniformly

on every comPact Part of D. Thus

gil(O : 
olgg sii(O : o

uniformly in u(0,r). Asameromorphicfunction go(()=c (aconstant). Bycontinuing

in the same way as in [2, the proof of 2'2'Theorem] we find a subsequence (h*) of

(hp):(foToolo) conveiging uniformly to a constant in U(0' r)' The theorem follows'

This implies that the linear Lebesgue measure of K0 ff)

said to be of the second kind if there exists

such that the sequence of functions
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